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Executive Summary 
PROPHESY’s WP3 is devoted to the implementation and delivery of the PROPHESY-CPS 

platform. In previous deliverables of the project (D2.1 and D3.1) the necessity of securing the 

environment has already been covered and outlined, particularly in the need for advanced 

access control. Task 3.6 aspires to answer these necessities by providing the necessary 

framework to the development, operation and deployment of the PROPHESY-CPS and 

PROPHESY-PdM platforms.  

As a demonstrator, this deliverable aims to build practical solutions that will improve the 

overall security level of the PROPHESY ecosystem. It presents an Anomaly Detection System 

geared towards the detection of intrusions and issues of data communication (e.g. between 

PROPHESY components) and an advanced access control and encryption mechanism for large 

scale data lakes. 

This deliverable is an evolving document and demonstrator and will be updated in the two 

iterations of the task. 
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Acronym/ 

Abbreviation 
Title 
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MitM Man-in-the-Middle 
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 Introduction 
1.1 Purpose and audience 
Task 3.6 is centered on providing the necessary means for ensuring data security, 

trustworthiness and protection to the PROPHESY ecosystem as a whole.  As a heavily data-

driven and communicated environment, protecting the data flows and data at rest is a 

challenge to be tackled inside the project. 

The purpose of this document is to provide the necessary background to understand the two 

security tools that are being developed inside T3.6: an IoT communication Anomaly Detection 

System (ADS), centred in evaluating the veracity and trustworthiness of the data source; and 

a fine-grained access control and confidentiality approach, that would allow PROPHESY-PdM 

a wide on the data access usage. 

Both approaches are to be built around PROPHESY-PdM, as we consider PROPHESY-CPS’s will 

be deployed in more secure and controlled environments (e.g. the internal plant network). It 

is in the cloud system, or in-transit, where data can be more susceptible to be attacked. 

However, if necessary, a simplified version of the ADS can be deployed in the CPS, should it 

use data sources over TCP/IP. 

This document is the first version of the deliverable, which means that it will develop into a 

more mature state in the second and definite versions. Higher Technology Readiness Level 

(TRL) of the framework presented here is to be expected. 

 

1.2 Document structure 
The document structure is as follows: 

• Section 1 is this Introduction.  

• Section 2, IoT data source integrity and veracity, presents an ADS oriented to IoT and 

manufacturing environments. 

• Section 3, Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-based-encryption for Apache Hadoop File 

System, explains the design and implementation of a fine-grained access control and 

confidentiality mechanism known as CP-ABE on top of Apache Hadoop. 

• Section 4, Conclusions, provides the conclusion of this document. 
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 IoT data source integrity and veracity 
2.1 Overview 
Intensive data communication is one of the pillars in which the PROPHESY ecosystem is built 

upon. Between different agents, PROPHESY-CPS and large PROPHESY-PdM platforms, data 

will have to be moved and processed in order to provide the required output such as decision-

making aids and KPIs. Therefore, the trustworthiness of the data is paramount, as critical 

business decisions will be taken based on it. 

In this section, we present an IoT communication ADS that aims to verify data source integrity 

and veracity, by detecting deviations in their communication patterns. The approach is based 

in Multivariate Statistical Process Control (MSPC). 

Such an ADS can be useful to be deployed at data gathering backends, such as PROPHESY-

PdM, or even PROPHESY-CPS, that might receive data from other edge gateways. 

2.2 Background: Multivariate Statistical Process Control 
This subsection presents the core technique used in our ADS, MSPC. MSPC is a process 

monitoring methodology that relies on the use of multivariate control charts to detect 

unexpected changes in the monitored process. It is an extension of the univariate Statistical 

Process Control (SPC) approach. This approach has already been proposed as a viable solution 

for anomaly detection for IT systems and for the detection and diagnosis of field-level 

anomalies in process control systems. 

Stoumbos et al. [1] define SPC as a “set of statistical methods used extensively to monitor and 

improve the quality and productivity of manufacturing processes and service operations. SPC 

primarily involves the implementation of control charts, which are used to detect any change 

in a process that may affect the quality of the output”. 

The existence of consistent observation series over the established control limit is likely to be 

attributed to a new special cause. In the case of a physical process, this variation source may 

be attributed to attacks or process disturbances, i.e., an anomaly. 

The univariate nature of SPC means that only a single variable is monitored and visualized in 

a control chart. However, IoT environments such as the PROPHESY ecosystem are multivariate 

by nature, as many process variables are observed in monitored machines and plants (e.g., 

x/y/z axis positions, material, temperatures, pressures, volumes or distances). As monitoring 

all variables with SPC would be impractical, only a few of them are monitored, generally the 

ones related to product quality (e.g., wear of the machining tool. purity of the produced 

chemicals). 

Nevertheless, the monitoring of a few quality-related variables is impractical. The approach 

does not take into account the information that other process variables give. For instance, 
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the diagnosis of an anomalous event is complicated, as it relies on expert knowledge and a 

one-at-a-time inspection of process variables. 

MSPC aims to solve these problems by providing tools to monitor all measured variables in 

an efficient manner. In that sense, MSPC does not only monitor the evolution of variable 

magnitude but also the evolution of the relationship it has to other variables. For this end, a 

main technique that MSPC uses is Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The approach has 

proven effective for anomaly detection and diagnosis at the field level [3], but it has yet to be 

applied in the field of IoT communications. 

2.3 PCA-based MSPC 

Let us consider process historical data as a 𝐗 = 𝑁 ×𝑀 two-dimensional dataset, where 𝑀 

variables are measured for 𝑁 observations. PCA transforms the original 𝑀-dimensional 

variable space into a new subspace where variance is maximal. It converts the original 

variables into a new set of uncorrelated variables (generally fewer in number), called Principal 

Components (PCs) or Latent Variables. 

For a mean-centred and auto-scaled1 𝐗 and 𝐴 PCs, PCA follows the next expression: 

𝐗 = 𝐓𝐀𝐏𝐀
𝐭 + 𝐄𝐀 

where 𝐓𝐀 is the 𝑁 × 𝐴 score matrix, that is, the original observations represented according 

to the new subspace; 𝐏𝐀
𝐭  is the 𝑀 × 𝐴 loading matrix, representing the linear combination of 

the original variables that form each of the PCs; finally, 𝐄𝐀 is the 𝑁 ×𝑀 matrix of residuals. 

In PCA-based MSPC, both the scores and the residuals are monitored, each in a separate 

control chart. On the one hand, to comprise the scores, the D-statistic or Hotelling’s 𝑇2  is 

monitored. On the other hand, in the case of the residuals, the chosen statistic is the Q-

statistic or 𝑆𝑃𝐸 . 

For an 𝑛 observation, both statistics are computed as follows: 

𝐷𝑛 = ∑(
𝑡𝑎𝑛 − 𝜇𝒕𝑎

𝜎𝒕𝑎
)

2𝐴

𝑎=1

;  𝑄𝑛 =∑(𝑒𝑛𝑚)
2

𝐴

𝑎=1

 

where 𝑡𝑎𝑛 is the score of the observation in the 𝑎-th PC, 𝜇𝐭𝑎  and 𝜎𝐭𝑎  represent the mean and 

standard deviation of the scores of the 𝑎-th PC in the training data respectively and 𝑒𝑛𝑚 

stands for the residual value corresponding to the 𝑚-th variable. 

𝐷 and 𝑄 statistics are computed for each of the observations in the anomaly-free training 

data, and control limits are set for each of the two charts. Training data is previously inspected 

through Exploratory Data Analysis to remove existing outliers that could change 𝐷 and 𝑄 

values. Later, these statistics are also computed for incoming data and plotted in the control 

                                                      
1 Normalized to zero mean and unit variance 
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chart. When an unexpected change occurs in one (or more) of the original measured 𝑀 

variables, one (or both) of these statistics will go beyond control limits. Thus, an 𝑀-

dimensional monitoring scenario is effectively converted into a two-dimensional one. 

An event is considered anomalous when three consecutive observations surpass the 99% 

confidence level control limit in either of the monitored statistics. Leaving some of the 

observations out of bounds (1% of the observations with a control limit set on the 99% 

confidence level) improves the performance of the control charts in the monitoring phase. 

Once an anomaly has been detected, anomaly diagnosis in MSPC is generally carried out using 

contribution plots. These plots show the contribution of the original measured variables to an 

anomalous event.  

In this work, we use oMEDA plots [2] to diagnose the anomaly causes by relating anomalous 

events to the original variables. In essence, oMEDA plots are bar plots where the highest or 

lowest values in a set of variables reflect their contribution to a group of observations. 

Therefore, when computed on a group of observations within an anomalous event, the most 

relevant variables related to that particular event will be the ones with the highest and lowest 

bars. Though similar, one of the main differences of oMEDA plots with traditional contribution 

plots is that the oMEDA plots are capable of comparing different sets of observations whereas 

traditional plots can only compute a single set of them. In that sense, oMEDA plots can be 

considered an extension to the contribution plots. In this case, to compute oMEDA we first 

define a dummy variable, 𝐝, a vector of length 𝑁, in which the anomalous observations that 

are to be computed are marked with 1, leaving the rest as 0. 

For a set of observations marked in 𝐝, oMEDA is computed as follows: 

𝑑𝐴,(𝑖)
2 =

1

𝑁
⋅ (2 ⋅∑−

𝑑

(𝑖)

∑

𝑑

𝐴,(𝑖)

) ⋅ |∑

𝑑

𝐴,(𝑖)

| 

where ∑𝐴
(𝑖)  and ∑𝐴

𝐴,(𝑖)  represent the weighted sum of elements for variable 𝑖 in 𝐗 and its 

projection 𝐗𝐴 according to the weights in 𝐝, respectively. Larger absolute values of 𝑑2 will 

indicate a larger contribution of that variable in causing the anomalous observation. 

2.4 ADS phases 
The anomaly detection approach is based on four phases, that are described in Figure 1. The 

phases are described as follows: 

 

Data enrichment When a field reading (e.g. x/y/z position of the axis) arrives to the receiving 

end (PROPHESY-PdM or PROPHESY-CPS, depending on the case) some network-level statistics 

are computed, such as network packet size and time since the last reading was received. This 

newly created data is appended to the dataset, creating a cyber-physical hybrid dataset: 
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Physical readings from the field, and a cyber processed network data. Later, the computed 

data can be used to detect network-level anomalies, such as abnormal latencies. 

Creation of anomaly detection model Once the enriched dataset has been constructed, the 

ADS builds the MSPC model for detection with a dataset at rest. In order to discard outliers 

(i.e., anomalies registered during training), it might be necessary to perform a manual 

exploratory analysis for dataset cleaning. After, the D and Q statistic limits are calculated. 

Anomaly detection Once the model has been built and the limits established, D and Q are 

calculated for each incoming reading, and checked whether the reading is out-of-bounds or 

not. If three consecutive out-of-bounds readings are registered, the event is flagged as 

anomalous. 

Anomaly diagnosis After an anomaly has been flagged, the oMEDA vector is computed over 

the first out-of-bounds reading to examine the contribution of each of the variables to the 

anomalous event. Based on the oMEDA plot, the PROPHESY-CPS or PdM operator can check 

whether there has been some issue at the manufacturing level (anomalous readings) or with 

the network (unstable network connection). Repeatedly anomalous or unstable sources can 

be labelled as untrusted and compared to the ones that report fewer anomalies. This 

trustworthiness score can be then taken into account for decision-making. 

 

 
Figure 1: MSPC-based Anomaly Detection System within the PROPHESY ecosystem. 
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As PROPHESY-PdM has been designed as a scalable platform, where new sensor readings and 

PROPHESY-CPS units can be added or new functionalities deployed, it requires scalability for 

the increasing data complexity. Therefore, the ADS has been developed using Big Data tools: 

Apache Kafka for the data enrichment phase, and Apache Spark for the different phases of 

the anomaly detection and diagnosis. 

2.5 Validation 
As the PROPHESY-CPS and PdM platforms are yet to be fully implemented, the presented ADS 

has been validated using an external dataset and a laboratory environment that emulates the 

relevant data and parts of the PROPHESY ecosystem applicable. In the next version of this 

deliverable, a more relevant testing framework is expected.  

 

Therefore, an architecture was built, consisting of three nodes, each one emulating either a 

PROPHESY-CPS, PROPHESY-PdM platform or two different communication networks. While 

one of the servers, playing as PROPHESY-PdM, captures and processes all the information 

gathered on a specific interface, the other server shapes the traffic under desired and 

controlled conditions. The emulating PROPHESY-CPS device collects and sends some process 

variables which reflect the process status. Data collection and forwarding is performed on a 

regular basis, following a preestablished period. 

2.5.1 Topology 

The software side of the experimental setup is composed of four software tools: 1) A Python 

script which collects and further forwards the information on a regular basis, 2) a network 

traffic shaper tool, Traffic Control (TC) , which among other things allows to add a pre-

established delay or to discard packets, 3) a modified version of Apache Kafka and 4) an 

Apache Hadoop instance. The overview of the topology is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Topology of the validation architecture 

 

The Python script used for emulating the data gathering and forwarding process is publicly 

available2. In essence, the script gets a CSV file, a destination IP address and a packet sending 

frequency value as input, and as a result it sends the values of the variables of each row to 

the destination IP address in a given period. The file format and the protocol used for sending 

data are JSON and HTTP respectively. The Python script is installed on a host running 

GNU/Linux Debian distribution. 

The TC network packets shaping tool allows to discard packets randomly or based on some 

other parameters. Furthermore, specific or random delays can also be introduced by the tool. 

Within this setup TC is installed on a separate server with two network interfaces, running 

GNU/Linux Debian distribution and with IP forwarding feature switched on. 

Finally, both the modified Apache Kafka version and Apache Hadoop are installed on the same 

server. Again, running GNU/Linux Debian distribution. The modified Apache Kafka version, 

the Kafka REST Proxy, originally developed by Confluent, was modified in order to 

automatically evaluate some metrics related with captured packets. Those metrics include 

the time interval between two consecutive packets and each packet size. Together with the 

received packets, the evaluated metrics are further sent to Apache Hadoop both for storing 

and processing purposes. The modified Apache Kafka version is also publicly available3. 

All these software tools allow the emulation of a real PROPHESY-CPS to PdM data forwarding 

scenario/use case. Data forwarding not only mimics real delays and packet loss, but it also 

                                                      
2 https://bitbucket.org/danzsecurity/dataforwarder 
3 https://bitbucket.org/danzsecurity/modifiedkafkarest 

https://bitbucket.org/danzsecurity/dataforwarder
https://bitbucket.org/danzsecurity/modifiedkafkarest
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allows MitM attacks by modifying data values. Hence, both timing and value modification 

anomalies or attacks can be emulated. 

 

Figure 3: Normal traffic conditions and anomalous conditions on the validation 

Figure  shows both the emulated topology and the real one. As it is shown, the emulated 

topology is composed of three different networks: 1) A local network, 2) the Internet and 3) 

a cloud network. The local network is where different IoT devices are located. These devices 

basically measure the process and environmental variables, such as the temperature, 

following a preestablished periodicity; afterwards, they forward all the measurements to a 

cloud server. On the other hand, The Internet network could be a single public or private 

network or a combination of both of them; as in real networks, packets can be randomly 

delayed or dropped due to a network failure. Finally, there is the cloud network, which could 

be either a public, private or hybrid cloud infrastructure and managed by a cloud service 

provider, third party enterprise or internally. The cloud network hosts a server dedicated to 

acquiring and store all data sent by the IoT device. Moreover, it evaluates the necessary 

metrics and stores them together with the acquired data. 

The real network is composed of three servers connected directly through two different 

networks. Two out of three servers, the first and the third one, have a single network interface 

while the second server has two interfaces. The last one works as a transparent bridge, 

forwarding packets from one interface to the other and delaying or dropping packets. 

During the experiment, two different datasets were created: 1) a normality dataset and 2) a 

manually altered or anomaly dataset. Figure Y shows both setups and the servers where 

values were altered, and network packets were either delayed or dropped. Both setups got 
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the same CSV file as input; however, the output was stored in two different files. During the 

experiments, the first server read a row from the CSV file at a preestablished period. Then, 

some values were altered depending on the type of dataset we were creating, and those 

values were further sent to the second server. Same happened on the second server. Under 

normal conditions no packets were delayed neither dropped. However, under manually 

altered conditions, some of them were randomly delayed or dropped. Finally, the third server, 

evaluated same metrics and stored both evaluated metrics and acquired data as a dataset for 

later analysis. 

As a result, the experimental setup provides two different datasets given the same input, one 

of them, the normal dataset, created under normal conditions and the other one, the 

anomaly dataset, having altered some values and having delayed or dropped some packets. 

2.5.2 Dataset 

As at the moment there is no automatic data forwarder from PROPHESY-CPS to PdM, an IoT 

dataset was used for the creation of the data to be sent. In this case, the data belongs to a 

water distribution plant in northern Spain, where a controller keeps the drinking quality of 

the data under strict control. For this end, the variables shown in Table. 

Table 1: ADS Validation dataset variables 

Var. Name Units 

Acidity pH 

Temperature ∘C 

Conductivity 𝜇𝑆/𝑐𝑚 

Dissolved Oxygen mg/l 

Reduction Potential mV 

Organic matter number of occurrences/m 

Turbidity NTU 

Ammonia levels mgN/l 

The dataset was enriched with the following variables, based on the received network data: 

𝛥𝑡 (time since the last reading was received, in ms) and network packet size in KB. Therefore, 

the final validation dataset consists of 10 variables, with a total of 22000 readings. 

2.5.3 Validation scenarios 

In order to validate the ADS, we have designed a set of experiments on top of the previously 
explained dataset and topology. These experiments are listed in  

Table. All variations from the attack have been performed on the top of the dataset, where 

the middle node modifies the traffic before relaying it to the backend cloud. 
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Table 2: Description of validation scenarios 

Scenario Description 

Scenario 1 An attacker performs a Man-in-the-Middle attack and modifies packet size 

Scenario 2 An attacker performs a Man-in-the-Middle attack drops half of the packets, 
that do not reach the backend cloud 

Scenario 3 An attacker performs a Man-in-the-Middle attack and modifies the pH and 
temperature reading. The backend receives the following reading: 
𝑝𝐻𝑤𝑎𝑡 = 9 and 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡 = 23, both higher than the average. 

Scenario 4 An attacker performs a Man-in-the-Middle attack, drops half of the 
packets, and at the same time, injects the 𝑝𝐻 = 5 value, lower than usual. 

 

2.6 Results 
This section shows the obtained results of the ADS. More specifically, this section shows the 

oMEDA plots of the detected anomalies, with the diagnosis of the anomaly itself. All four 

scenarios where identified as anomalous, and the oMEDA plot was computed over the first 

observation out-of-bounds. 

Figure 4 shows the oMEDA plot for the scenario where an attacker modifies the packet size, 

doubling it in size. As we can see, the oMEDA plot shows that the variable regarding variable 

size is the most contributing factor to the anomaly, as it has a larger value than it should (large 

positive value). 

 

Figure 4: oMEDA plot for Scenario 1 

In Scenario 2, the attacker drops half of the packets, so only one out of two packets reach the 

IIoT backend. As it is shown in Figure 5, now the larger time between readings is the major 

contributing variable in the detected anomaly. 
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Figure 5: oMEDA plot for Scenario 2 

In the third scenario, the attacker does not drop packets nor alter their size significantly. In 

this case, it performs an integrity attack and sets the acidity and the water temperature to 

arbitrary values. As shown in the corresponding oMEDA plot (Figure 6), it is noticeable how 

the pH level is higher than usual, as well as the temperature (albeit at a lower level). This is 

due to the fact that water temperature varies throughout the year, while pH levels are kept 

constant, so even small changes in pH can yield large variations in the oMEDA plot. 

 

 

Figure 6: oMEDA plot for Scenario 3 
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In the last scenario, as a combination of scenarios 2 and 3, the attacker drops half of the 

packets, while injects a lower-than-usual pH value to the packets that make it through. As 

depicted in Figure 7, we can see the increase in packet intervals, and the lower pH levels. 

 

Figure 7: oMEDA plot for Scenario 4 

In this manner, the ADS is able to detect anomalies and to establish the cause of them. At the 

same time, while the incoming data is being labelled as anomalous, the operator can flag the 

observations as “low veracity” ones, in order to let to know to the analytics solution that 

consumes the data that the data is not trustworthy. 
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 Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-based-encryption 

for Apache Hadoop File System 
3.1 Introduction 
The necessity of providing fine-grained access control within the PROPHESY ecosystem in 

general and PROPHESY-PdM in particular, has already been outlined in D3.1. Moreover, it was 

also discussed that the Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based-Encryption (CP-ABE) might prove a 

viable approach for providing this access control system while providing data confidentiality 

at the same time. In this chapter, we outline the concept of CP-ABE, while presenting a 

prototype that works over a large-scale data lake as the Hadoop File System (HDFS). 

3.2 Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based-Encryption 
As presented in D3.1, Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) is an encryption 

algorithm designed for complex access control on encrypted data. First presented by 

Bethencourt et al. [4], the access control is enforced using sets of attributes to identify users 

and policies to allow or deny the access to encrypted files. In other words, data is encrypted, 

so when inspected without the right attributes, the true nature of the data remains hidden. 

The files are only decrypted if a user asking for the data has a set of attributes that the policy 

identifies as authorized to access the data. 

Because of that CP-ABE is an advanced solution, suitable to perform highly granular control 

access in heterogeneous and distributed environments, such PROPHESY-PdM. In that sense, 

supersedes the functionalities of traditional access control systems (RBAC, MAC, DAC. All 

covered in D3.1) than the traditional Public-key encryption algorithms while providing 

granular access control at the same time. 

3.2.1 Components 

• Attributes. Descriptive credentials that are used to describe users. Each private key is 

associated with a set of attributes when it’s created. Some examples of attributes can 

be: "dep-production", "name-bob" and "access-level = 2". 

• Policy. A set of rules that dictate which keys can decrypt a given file. The policy is used 

to encrypt a file and it gets associated with it, only a key containing attributes that 

fulfil the policy can decrypt the file. 

• Master Key and Public Parameters. The master key (MK) and public parameters (PK) 

are the two base keys that are needed to create private keys or to encrypt files. For 

example, the PK is used alongside a policy to encrypt a file, then, to decrypt the file, a 

private key needs to be created with the MK and the PK of the same set, combined 

with attributes that fulfil the policy. 
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3.2.1.1.1 Policy and Attribute types 

CP-ABE takes two kinds of policies and attributes to allow a more flexible access control: 

simple and numeric. 

• Simple. Simple policies are just words like "plant", "prophesy-engineer" or 

"department-it", this implies that a user needs to have the same simple attribute in 

order to fulfil it.  

• Numeric. Numeric attributes are attributes that have a numeric value like "access-

level = 2" and "age = 30", numeric policies in the other side, are policies that restrict a 

set of numeric attributes. They are formed by an attribute followed by a smaller-than 

(<) sign or a bigger-than (>) sign and a number. For example, some numeric policies 

can be specified as follows: "age < 60", "date > 1530005413" or "access-level > 2". In 

order to fulfil these policies, the user needs to have a numeric attribute that coincides 

both in name and in value with the policy. 

• Combining Policies. These types of policy can be joined with the operands and/or to 

create more complex policies like "age < 60 and bob", "manager or department-it" or 

"access-level > 2 and date > 1530005413 and department-it". Lastly, policies can also 

be nested using parenthesis and brackets: "access-level > 2 or (management and 

(department-it or department-prod))". 

For PROPHESY, CP-ABE on top of a large-scale processing platform (PROPHESY-PdM) can help 

to prevent data thefts, as it provides a scalable and manageable access control system that 

provides data confidentiality (as it is not accessible to third parties) and integrity (modern 

encryption methods have integrity checks that prevent data tampering) in a fine-grained 

manner. 

 

3.3 Hadoop ecosystem 
As PROPHESY-PdM can be deployed on top of a Big Data framework to ease the processing of 

large, complex datasets, it is necessary to test the access control approach on top of one of 

these frameworks to validate the approach. For this mechanism, we have chosen the popular 

Hadoop File System (HDFS). Now we define and describe a set of components that will be 

useful to implement CP-ABE on top of HDFS: 

Hadoop  

The Apache Hadoop software library is a framework that allows for the distributed processing 

of large data sets across clusters of computers using simple programming models. It is 
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designed to scale up from single servers to thousands of machines, each offering local 

computation and storage. 

HDFS  

HDFS is a highly fault-tolerant distributed file system that is included in the Apache Hadoop 

project. It has a master/slave architecture and it’s designed to be ran in a cluster formed by a 

NameNode and various DataNodes. 

NameNode  

The NameNode is the Master server in a HDFS cluster. It regulates file access and the file 

system namespace. It’s responsible for executing operations like opening, closing, and 

renaming files and directories and it only stores the metadata of the files stored in HDFS. 

DataNode  

DataNodes are the slave server in a HDFS cluster that are responsible of storing all the files in 

the system. When a file is uploaded to HDFS, it’s split into one or more blocks. These blocks 

are stored in a distributed manner across a set of DataNodes. 

Transparent Encryption  

The traditional, out-of-the-box encryption in HDFS is implemented (if activated) using 

transparent encryption. This means that the files are encrypted seamlessly for the users and 

the processes using them. The files are encrypted and decrypted end-to-end by the clients so 

HDFS never has access to the decrypted files or the decrypted keys. This way, data is kept 

secure both in transit and at rest. 

Encryption Zones  

The transparent encryption introduces a new concept to HDFS, the Encryption Zone (EZ). An 

encryption zone is a folder whose files are encrypted when they are copied to the folder and 

decrypted when a client needs to read them. Each encryption zone is associated to an 

encryption key. This key is used in the encryption and decryption of all the files in the zone. 

EDEK and DEK keys 

To understand how the encryption works in HDFS, is important to know what the Data 

Encryption Key (DEK) and the Encrypted Data Encryption Key (EDEK) are. The DEK is the 

encryption key that is used to encrypt a file in an encryption zone. This key is unique for each 

file and it’s generated when the file is copied to the zone. Once the file is encrypted and stored 

in HDFS, the DEK is encrypted using the key of the EZ and the EDEK is created. The EDEK is 

stored in the file’s metadata, so to access the file is necessary to decrypt the EDEK with the 

key of the zone, and decrypt the file using the DEK. 
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The KMS  

As the encryption keys can be shared between different encryption zones, the clients can’t 

have access to these keys. To solve this problem all the keys are created and stored in a 

different server, the Key Management Server (KMS). When a new key is needed, the client 

sends a request to the KMS with the name of the key, the algorithm that needs to be used 

and the length of the needed key, then the KMS creates a key and stores it with the given 

name. That name will be used in the future to reference the key. For example, when the client 

needs to decrypt an EDEK, sends a JSON request with the EDEK and the key name to the KMS. 

The KMS can now find the key associated with that name and decrypt the EDEK, when done, 

the DEK is returned to the client. A representation of this architecture can be found in Figure 

8.  

 

Figure 8: HDFS, Encryption Zones and KMS. 

The KMS also includes a two-level ACL system: KMS ACLs and Key ACLs. In the first level, the 

KMS ACLs, the users are granted or denied permissions to manage the keys in the KMS, with 

these ACLs, a user could have permission to create a key, but not to delete or read a key for 

example. In the same way, key ACLs can be configured to control the access to each key 

separately. 

3.4 Architecture 
After understanding the inner workings of HDFS, EZs, TE and KMS to perform file encryption, 

it is necessary to modify existing HDFS code to perform CP-ABE encryption, instead of the 

default TE. This understanding of the encryption system is shown in Figure 9, where Alice 

encrypts a file and later Bob decrypts it, by using Hadoop’s default algorithm: the Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES).  
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Figure 9: File encryption and decryption using classic Encryption Zones in HDFS 
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• The steps are shown as follows: 

• Create Key creates a key with a given name in the KMS. 

• Create Zone associates a key with a given folder and creates 1000 EDEKs. 

• Put File has two steps: 

o Get an EDEK from the cache or create a DEK and encrypt it with the zonekey. 

o Decrypt the EDEK and use the created DEK to encrypt the file and store the 

EDEK in the files metadata 

• Get File gets the files EDEK from the metadata, decrypts it and uses it to decrypt 

the file. 

EZ access can be controlled in two ways: on the one hand, HDFS supports Unix-like user 

and group permissions, so the administrator can give or revoke permission to read or 

write in a folder to any user in the system. In the other, the KMS has Access Control Lists 

(ACLs) that can manage the permissions that the users have over the keys. These ACLs can 

be used to give administrative power to certain users, allowing them to create and delete 

keys, but they can also be used to deny a user the permission to use a certain key, revoking 

her the access to all the EZs that use it. 

After identifying the Hadoop encryption workflow, we defined two different architectures to 

integrate CP-ABE in it, with the objective of the most seamless integration as possible. 

3.4.1 Approach 1: Policy per EZ 

This was the first designed architecture to the implementation of CP-ABE on top of HDFS. The 

diagram of the model can be found in Figure 10. In this approach when creating a key, a policy 

is passed as an argument. 

The KMS will store this policy as the key of the zone. With the create zone command, a given 

folder is associated with a key, just like in the traditional Hadoop version. The Put File 

command has two steps: A DEK is created and the file is encrypted with it using AES. Then the 

DEK is encrypted using the CP-ABE Public Parameters of the system and the policy of the zone, 

creating an EDEK that only can be decrypted with a key that satisfies the zone policy. Get 

File also happens in two steps: first the EDEK is extracted from the files metadata, to 

decrypt the EDEK a Private Key is created with the users’ attributes and the Public Parameters 

and Master Key of the system. If the attributes of the user satisfy the policies of the zone, the 

private key will be able to decrypt the EDEK. Finally, the DEK is used to decrypt the file using 

AES. 
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Figure 10: Hadoop CP-ABE implementation using a policy per Encryption Zone 
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3.4.2 Approach 2: Master key per EZ 

This second approach changes how the Public Parameters and Master Key are handled in the 

system. The approach is illustrated in Figure 11. It differs from the previous one in that policies 

are not associated with the encryption zones, instead, we associate a Master Key and the 

Public Parameters to each EZ of the system. So, creating a key generates a Master Key and 

Public Parameters and stores them in the KMS, then, creating a zone associates these keys 

with the zone. The policy of the file is specified as an argument of the put file command. 

A DEK is generated, the file gets encrypted with the DEK and the DEK is encrypted with the 

policy and the PK of the EZ. When getting the file, the decryption process happens the same 

way as in the previous model: A key is created with the attributes of the user and the keys of 

the EZ, if the attributes satisfy the policy of the file the user key will be able to decrypt the 

EDEK and get the key to decrypt the file. 
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Figure 11: Hadoop CP-ABE implementation using a master key per Encryption Zone 
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3.4.3 Comparison and improved architecture 

The main difference of these two designs is in where the file policies are defined. In the first 

proposed design, each EZ has its own policy and to create a new policy it is necessary to create 

a key and the associate a EZ to the key. In the other side, Master Key Per Zone makes the 

creation of new policies much easier as the policy is not defined until the file is uploaded to 

the system. Furthermore, the EZs serve to the purpose of separating different MKs and PKs 

so that even if a user has the attributes to decrypt a file it won’t be able to do so if it doesn’t 

have the permissions to access that EZ. 

At first glance it would seem that the last design is superior because it’s more flexible and can 

offer a better granularity, but there is a problem with both of the designs: the Warm Up 

process that happens in the NameNode after the zone creation has not been taken into 

account. This process creates and caches all the EDEKs when the zone is created, so the EDEK 

is ready when file is uploaded to the system. This means that to encrypt a file first an EDEK 

needs to be decrypted, not the other way around. 

Considering the warm-up phase, makes both the approaches impossible to apply without 

some changes. But although Policy Per Zone can be edited to take the new discovery into 

account (with some compromises), Master Key Per Zone cannot. The base of this design is to 

encrypt the DEKs with the policy given by the user in the Put File command, as the DEKs need 

to be encrypted beforehand it’s impossible to do so without making great changes in the 

Hadoop source code. 

Taking this into account, the chosen design is an improved version of Policy Per Zone. 

3.4.3.1 Improved Policy per EZ 

The definite approach presented here is similar to the Policy per EZ one but solving its 

shortcomings. The diagram of this approach can be found in the Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Improved Hadoop CP-ABE implementation using a policy per Encryption Zone 
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The same way as in the first version, when creating a key, a policy is stored in the KMS as a 

key ready to be used in a zone. Creating a zone associates a folder with the policy that will be 

used to encrypt the DEKs of the files that will be saved in it. To get the file the user has to be 

able to decrypt the EDEK with his attributes. 

On the other hand, there are some differences too: As the DEKs are created and encrypted 

after the zone is created, encrypting a file requires to decrypt an EDEK to use the DEK. Because 

of that, to put a file the user also needs to be able to decrypt the EDEK, therefore, the 

attributes of a user need to fulfil the policy of a EZ in order to be able to write in it. This is a 

limitation of the design, but we decided to accept it as it’s not a big concern for our objectives. 

In all the different approaches that we can think of the KMS needs to be in a secure server, 

so it only makes sense to store the list of attributes of each user in the same server. 

To conclude with, the chosen design allows for a granular control of the access to the 

encryption zones associating each zone with a policy and requiring the users to fulfil the 

policies of the zones in order to access them. The attributes of the users will be stored in the 

KMS and there will only be a MK and a PK in the cluster. 

3.5 Implementation 
As seen in the previous section and particularly in Figure 12, in our system, CP-ABE is not used 

to directly encrypt files, instead, the files are encrypted using AES like in the traditional 

Hadoop version and the AES DEKs are encrypted with CP-ABE.  

The main reason to do so is that the size of the CP-ABE encrypted files can be very large 

depending on the policy used to encrypt them.  

In order to make this possible, the DEKs generated need to be valid AES keys and the algorithm 

needs to be changed from CP-ABE to AES when encrypting files. 

DEK creation 

This is the simplest part, the DEKs are created taking the block size of the algorithm that we 

choose to use into account. Using the same block size as AES for CP-ABE guarantees that all 

the DEKs that will be created will work as AES keys and therefore the system will work 

smoothly. 

CP-ABE to AES transition 

For the sake of transitioning from CP-ABE to AES when necessary, we need to know where 

the files are encrypted and decrypted opposed to where the DEKs are encrypted and 

decrypted. Thanks to our previous research we know that while the DEKs are handled by the 

KMS, the files are encrypted and decrypted in HDFS, because of that, by forcing the use of 

AES in HDFS we can use CP-ABE in one side and AES in the other, this way we can have the 

advantages of fine-grained encryption of CP-ABE without its downsides. To do so, we edited 

the function getCryptoCodec in DFSClient to return AES if asked for CP-ABE. 
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EDEK size with CP-ABE 

One of the issues that we encountered in the development of this access control scheme were 

the overflows created in some buffers while encrypting the DEKs using CP-ABE. These 

overflows happen because of two reasons: in one side, the EDEKs encrypted with CP-ABE are 

much larger than the ones encrypted with other algorithms such as AES or DES and in the 

other, the length of the EDEK keys is not predictable, as it changes with the policy that it was 

encrypted with. 

The remaining solution, apart from trying to predict EDEK size was to get the size of the EDEK 

after encrypting it and creating the buffers knowing the exact size. Therefore, Hadoop code 

was edited to allow this solution. 

Attribute storage 

The attributes of the users are the base of the CP-ABE fine-grained access control system, 

therefore, they need to be protected in a secure server that is only accessed by the 

administrators of the Hadoop cluster. In our design, the most secure server needs to be the 

KMS as an attacker with access to it could have access to all the keys of the cluster. 

Because of that, the attributes should also be stored in the KMS. There are several manners 

to store these attributes securely in the KMS. In this case, to allow testing the solution and 

fast delivery, attributes are stored in a text file resembling the Unix /etc/passwd file, 

where each user is listed in one line followed by her attributes. 

The user attribute file has the following format: 

alice::access_level = 3, department_it 

bob::access_level = 1, department_production , afternoon 

 

For future developments, the contents of the file should be protected, via encryption, hashing 

or by using a Java Key Store. 

Moreover, even if the CP-ABE solution on top of Hadoop is functional, further tests have to 

be conducted in order to determine whether this solution is applicable to a real environment 

running PROPHESY-PdM. 
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 Conclusions 
The PROPHESY ecosystem as a whole will process delicate and confidential information 

related to the nature of industrial and business processes. Therefore, information security, 

trustworthiness and protection are an integral part of the developments and deployments of 

said ecosystem. More precisely, Task 3.6 is responsible of delivering the framework that will 

make this possible. 

This first iteration of the deliverable presents two demonstrators that will be part of the 

Security, Trustworthiness and Data Protection framework of the PROPHESY ecosystem.  

The first demonstrator is an Anomaly Detection System designed to detect and diagnose 

intrusions and/or network malfunction on transit data. This ADS also paves the road for 

numerically evaluate the trust of each data source according to the number of anomalies it 

presents. 

The second demonstrator is an advanced and granular access control system for Big Data 

environments, based on Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption. This system encrypts 

all files present using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and CP-ABE, allowing the user 

only to access a file if it can be decrypted according to arbitrary attributes the user has. If the 

user has no relevant attributes the data will remain encrypted. Therefore, on top of access 

control, the approach also provides data confidentiality. 

These approaches have been developed tested in laboratory environments and are planned 

to further develop into higher TRLs in the next iteration of the task.  

For further integration of the described demonstrators within the PROPHESY ecosystem, it is 

necessary to have the necessary software components at the PROPHESY-PdM level. In the 

case of the ADS, Apache Kafka and Apache Spark are necessary, whereas in the case of the 

CP-ABE implementation, Apache Hadoop’s codebase has to be recompiled, along using the 

original CP-ABE C implementation in the program as Java Native Interfaces (JNIs). This matter 

will be further developed in the next iteration of the task. 
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